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Webinarium INCOSE - SEDU

Supporting the capability development from an academic perspective

Focus on how the Swedish Defence University contributes to military and 
civilian capability development through the courses given within the subject 

of Systems Science for Defence and Security
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• About SEDU – 200 years of military training, Facts ond Figures

• From the subject Military Technology to Systems Science for Defence and Security

• Our perspectives

• Two examples of ”education in co-operation” 

• Program and Courses

• Thoughts on future co-operation for developing knowledge

AGENDA



Swedish Defence 
University
Research and education in defence, 
crisis management and security
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Mission statement

The Swedish Defence University's task is to 
create and communicate knowledge in the 
field of defence, crisis management and 
security.

Through research, education and collaboration, 
the Swedish Defence University contributes to 
Sweden’s defence capabilities, total defence, 
national and international security and sustainable 
democratic societies.
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200 years of military 
training
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College on a stable foundation

1800 1900 2000

1792 Cadet training at Karlberg

1818 Carl von Cardell founded the artillery school at Marieberg

1842- 1870 Civil engineers are trained at Marieberg

1866 Royal College of War is formed 
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Joint military college

1800 1900 2000

1952 The Swedish Defence College is formed: training of civilian 
and military leaders in total defence

1961 The army’s, air force’s and navy's respective war colleges 
are merged into a joint Military College (MHS)
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Total defence training and military training are merged

1800 1900 2000

1994 Defence Administrative College joins Military College

1995 Parts of the Swedish Defence Research Institute (FOA) are incorporated into the 
Military College

1997 The current Swedish Defence University is formed by merging the Swedish Defence 
College, which trains for total defence, with the Military College
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Joint military college

1800 1900 2000

2005 The Swedish Defence University moves to Campus KTH

2008 Becomes state college with graduation permit

2013 First civilian academic programme

2015 First master's programme: Politics and War

2017 Applies for a degree permit at second and third cycle level

2018 Centre for total defence and society’s security formed



SEK 587 million
turnover
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Fees
49%

Appropriations
48%

Grants 3%

Income 

* Exc. contract education

382
employees (full-year 

workforce)

1 123
full-time students

39%
women employees

20%
officers among 

employees



Teachers and doctoral students

44
lecturers

14
professors

31
doctoral students

52
senior lecturers

76
military teachers

92
post doctoral

teachers
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Students

Officers’ Programme

Contract education, 
e.g. senior officers
programme

Independent courses

Bachelor programmes,
specialisation in political science
or military history

Master programmes

1 223
full-time students
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• War & crisis games

• Desktop exercises, role-playing 
games

• Staff and field exercises

• Internship opportunities
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Close to reality, applied 
pedagogy



Unique meeting place

The Swedish Defence 
University represents a 
central meeting place in the 
defence and security sector.

• Civilian and military.

• Academia and profession.

• Theory and practice.

• National and international.
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- a state or period of fighting between countries 
or groups 

- a situation in which people or groups compete 
with or fight against each other

Combat - a fight or contest between individuals 
or groups

War?
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• From the subject Military Technology to Systems Science for Defence and 
Security

• Prior knowledge requirements

• About capability

• Military utility

• Education in co-operation…

Our perspective – some starting points
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From the subject Military Technology to Systems Science for 
Defence and Security

Military technology is the study of how technology and
technical systems affect and are affected by military
activities. The subject is utility-oriented and includes the military effect that can be
achieved with the help of new technology, but also the military effect that can be
achieved through different use of existing technology. Military technology is defined by

the Swedish National Defense College as "the science that describes and
explains how technology affects military activities at all
levels, strategic, operational and tactical, and how the
military profession affects and is affected by technology."
Military technology is based on several different subjects from
different disciplines and unites the social sciences'
understanding of the military profession with the
foundations of the natural sciences and the superstructure
and dynamics of engineering.

Systems Science for Defence and Security is a
subject at the intersection of social sciences and
engineering.
The object of study is systems consisting of
interacting technical and social components that
contribute to or affect society’s defence and
security. These systems are studied based on that it
is not possible to study technical and social
components in isolation from one another.
The focus is on studying the development,
procurement and use of technologies and
technology for defence and security



• Subject at the intersection of social sciences and 
engineering. 

• Studies systems consisting of interacting technical and 
social components that contribute to or affect society’s 
defence and security.

• study technical and social components together

• Researches the development, procurement and use of 
technologies and materiel for defence and security. 
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Systems Science for Defence and Security
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Prior knowledge requirements

• Systems thinking and system theory

• Models, modeling and simulation

• Capability and capability development

• Military utility, operational effectiveness…

• Complexity
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Capability and development -
Example of Models The SwAF traceability model for capabilities
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A systems approach
to military capability

Ref. Kent Andersson
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Military utility – a concept

Ref. Kent Andersson
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• Understanding and interpreting military
technology Analyze military utility of a 
system/technology

• Develop capability

• Understanding the capability development
system (incl. processes) and design of systems

The utility of systems perspective
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Example 1 of education in co-operation…

Collaborative Agreement SEDU - Saab

2015-09-09, Lennart Sindahl, Deputy CEO Saab and 
Romulo Enmark, Vice-Chancellor

“In order to jointly strengthen education, 
research and innovation in areas such as 

security, protection, preparedness, leadership 
and management”

This course at the Defence University is 
open for course participants from defence
industry and Government,  e.g. the 
Swedish Armed Forces, the Swedish 
Defence Materiel Administration FMV and 
the Swedish Defence Research Agency FOI.  
Methods for capability development are 
used and discussed.

Course Scenarios and Technology 
Forecasting - STP
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Scenarios and Technology Forecasting - STP

• SwAF/FM
• SwDMA/FMV
• SEDU/FHS
• SwDRA/FOI
• Industry
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Example 2 of education in co-operation…the problem

User
SwAF Procurement Industry

Different views, Processes, Knowledgebase
etc…but what about sharing this?

Military technology
– often misunderstood

Need for Socio-Tech 
perspective
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Example 2 of education in co-operation…the opportunity

• ”We saw the problem”

• FHS, FM, FMV, KBV, Industry etc – There is a need for ”something”, e.g. a 
masterprogramme, that covers…..

• SEDU – Go!
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Example 2 of education in co-operation…the solution

Developing a masterprogramme in co-operation with
Saab, Know.IT, BAE, FM, FMV, KBV etc….

Benefit:
• Research 
• ”gapfiller” between actors
• feedback process to research and education etc
• Sector meeting-point
• …
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Master programme - Defence and Security Systems Development

Concept Development and 
Systems Engineering

10,5 ECTS credits

Strategic Management of Capability
Development and Materials Supply

7,5 ECTS credits

Master thesis
30 ECTS credits

Master thesis
30 ECTS credits

Semester 1

Usability and Design of Interactive
Systems 

4,5 ECTS credits

Leadership in the Officer’s Profession for 
Engineers

7,5 ECTS credits

Warfare and Flexibility from a Systems Science 
Perspective

7,5 ECTS

Introduction to International Law, War and 
Technology

3 ECTS credits

Introduction to Engineering for Social 
Scientists 15 ECTS

Work placement
(elective course)

15/12 ECTS 
credits

Elective course
4,5-7,5 ECTS credits

Elective course
6-7,5 ECTS credits

Elective course
6-7,5 ECTS credits

For 
Engineers

For Officers 
and Social 
Scientists

Masters 
Degree in 
Systems 

Science for 
Defence and 

Security

Exit

Or Or

Theory for Defence
Systems

15 ECTS credits

Methods for Defence
Systems 

15 ECTS credits

Semester 1

Semester 3 Semester 4

Entrance

Ref. Kent Andersson
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• Threat and Risk Management (7,5 ECTS credits) 

• Cyber Operations in Antagonistic Environments (7,5 ECTS credits) 

• Critical Security Studies and Technology (7,5 ECTS credits) 

• Tactical and Ethical Aspects of Autonomous Systems (7,5 ECTS credits)

• Strategic Management of Capability Development and Materials Supply 
(7,5 ECTS credits) 

Programme and courses – with a Systems Engineering perspective

Masterprogramme

Elective courses

• Defence and Security Systems Development (120 ECTS credits) 

Other courses • Development and Acquisition of Military Systems, basic course - DAMS 1

• Development and Acquisition of Military Systems, advanced course - DAMS 2

• Scenarios and Technology Forecasting – STP

• Concept Development and Systems Engineering (10,5 ECTS credits)
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Literature – contributing to different perspectives

Acknowledged literature for 
advanced studies – ideas and 
concepts in focus – not normative

A standard reference for best 
practice SE – What to do 
according to IEEE/ISO 15288. 
Adopted by SwAF and FMV

Article X
Article X

Article XArticle X
Article X

Article X
Article X

In academia we have to be 
critical – there are always other
views! If we don´t present 
some of them – you should
look for them!
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“On completing the course, the student shall be able to: 

• L1: relate the central concepts, activities and processes of concept development and systems 
engineering to systems theory;

• L2: compare various strategies for developing and designing complex technical products;

• L3: apply important systems-engineering methods and techniques to complex technical products;

• L4: evaluate designs from the respective perspectives of user organisations and designer (supplier) 
organisations;

• L5: present written and oral analyses based on the course’s theoretical perspective, with well-
developed arguments and critical reasoning and a clear grounding in scientific literature.”

Learning outcomes - example
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OP
• Military Technology Basic 

course

SE in education for officers – OP, OP-T and HOP

OP-T
• Military Technology Basic 

course - extended

• Methodology

• Synthesis

HOP
• Military Technology in joint 

military operations

• Elective courses (See MP)

• Analysing the utility of technology
by assessement game (”DTAG”)

• High-ligt ”flexibility”
• Technology at operational level

• Understanding technology in depth
• Systems theory
• System analysis
• Methodology

• Understanding basic technology
• Systems theory
• System analysis
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The subjects relation to 
the defence sector

Officers-
programme

Other
programmes
at basic level

The subject
Teachers and 

researches
in the 

subject

Master-
programme

Higher
officers-

programme

Doctoral
student 
program

Research

Other
doctoral

programmes

SocietySector
Workshoppar

Students meeting

Lectures

Master-thesis

Master programme
counsel

Recruitment

Practique

Ref. Kent Andersson
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• Our research is interdisciplinary

• Our education is aimed for military and civilians, 
engineers and social scientists

• Our education and research are for the purpose of 
developing defense capabilities. 
What we should focus our research on and on what 
we should educate is developed in collaboration 
with the sector's stakeholders, researches, 
developers, manufacturers etc.

Future co-operation for developing knowledge
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• SEDU is a unique meeting place – for research and education

• Our education revolves around our subject Systems Science for Defence and 
Security and is based on SE, social scientists and systems theory with emphasis 
on socio-technical systems.

• The collaboration between users, customers, industry and academia is sought 
for the development of research and education

To summarize - Supporting the capability development from an 
academic perspective

“So… the master's program is the engine in the 
development of knowledge about defense systems, 
but “fuel” must come from the sector!” Kent Andersson
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You´ve got a clearer picture of

• what our education is based on 

• for whom we educate and

• why our education looks the way it does

Hopefully…

Thank you for listening!

…in order to contribute to military and civilian capability 
development through the courses given within the subject of 
Systems Science for Defence and Security
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• You will find most of the information about our programmes and courses at SEDU/FHS here: https://www.fhs.se/

• Elective courses: https://www.fhs.se/utbildning/det-har-kan-du-studera/sok-utbildning.html?type=2%3Bstand-
alone&intrests=F%C3%B6rsvarssystem

• Information about our masterprogramme (eng): https://www.fhs.se/en/swedish-defence-
university/courses/defence-and-security-systems-development---two-year-master-programme.html

• Specific questions about masterprogrogramme: mail to  kent.andersson@fhs.se

• Questions about arranging specific courses, workshops, seminars, co-operation etc: mail to 
carl.vongerber@fhs.se or kent.andersson@fhs.se

Contact information and links

https://www.fhs.se/
https://www.fhs.se/utbildning/det-har-kan-du-studera/sok-utbildning.html?type=2%3Bstand-alone&intrests=F%C3%B6rsvarssystem
https://www.fhs.se/en/swedish-defence-university/courses/defence-and-security-systems-development---two-year-master-programme.html
mailto:kent.andersson@fhs.se
mailto:carl.vongerber@fhs.se
mailto:kent.andersson@fhs.se


Follow the Swedish 
Defence University
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www.fhs.se @forsvarshogskolan

@Forsvarshogsk @forsvarshogskolan

@Linkedin
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